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ABSTRACT

While the significance of quantifying the biophysical effects of deforestation is rarely disputed, the sensitivities

of land surface temperature (LST) to deforestation-induced changes in different biophysical factors (e.g.,

albedo, aerodynamic resistance, and surface resistance) and the relative importance of those biophysical

changes remain elusive. Based on the subgrid-scale outputs from two global Earth systemmodels (ESMs, i.e.,

the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Earth SystemModel and the Community Earth SystemModel)

and an improved attribution framework, the sensitivities and responses of LST to deforestation are examined.

Both models show that changes in aerodynamic resistance are the most important factor responsible for LST

changes, with other factors such as albedo and surface resistance playing secondary but important roles.

However, the magnitude of the contributions from different biophysical factors to LST changes is quite

different for the two ESMs. We find that the differences between the two models in terms of the sensitivities

are smaller than those of the corresponding biophysical changes, indicating that the dissimilarity between the

two models in terms of LST responses to deforestation is more related to the magnitude of biophysical

changes. It is the first time that the attribution of subgrid surface temperature variability is comprehensively

compared based on simulations with two commonly used global ESMs. This study yields new insights into the

similarity and dissimilarity in terms of how the biophysical processes are represented in different ESMs and

further improves our understanding of how deforestation impacts on the local surface climate.

1. Introduction

Land-use/land-cover change (LULCC) such as de-

forestation has long been recognized as an important

anthropogenic forcing to influence local, regional, and

global climate (Mahmood et al. 2014; Pielke et al. 2011;

Bonan 2008; Findell et al. 2007; Feddema et al. 2005;

Brovkin et al. 2004). Deforestation can lead to changes

in the terrestrial carbon storage and thus the atmo-

spheric CO2 concentration, thereby affecting the warming

of global climate (biogeochemical effect) (Arora andBoer

2010; Shevliakova et al. 2013). In addition, deforestation

modifies land surface properties and states such as albedo,

aerodynamic resistance (mainly controlled by the surface

roughness), and surface resistance (mainly controlled by

soil moisture and vegetation characteristics) (Pielke et al.

2011), and thus alters the surface fluxes of water, energy,

and momentum (Bonan 2008; Bright et al. 2015) and the
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surface and near-surface climate (biophysical effect),

which is the focus of this study. The biophysical effect

can amplify or dampen the local surface temperature

response to the increasing greenhouse gas emissions

(Bonan 2008; Schultz et al. 2016; Zeng et al. 2017). As a

result, quantifying the biophysical effect is important for

understanding the local impact of deforestation and also

for informing land-based mitigation strategies that aim

to reduce the surface temperature.

Global Earth system models (ESMs) are useful tools

for diagnosing deforestation impacts. Many previous

studies used the difference between two experiments

forced by different land-cover scenarios to represent the

impact of deforestation (e.g., one experiment using po-

tential vegetation or preindustrial land-cover scenario

and another experiment using historical LULCC or

current land-cover scenario) (Findell et al. 2007; Chen

and Dirmeyer 2016; de Noblet-Ducoudré et al. 2012;

Lawrence and Chase 2010). These modeling studies

have found a latitudinal dependence of deforestation-

induced surface temperature changes (Lawrence and

Chase 2010; Luyssaert et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015, 2016;

Schultz et al. 2017; Malyshev et al. 2015), which is con-

sistent with observational studies. Such a result is often

believed to be caused by the opposite surface tempera-

ture responses to the decrease in evapotranspiration and

the increase in albedo associated with deforestation,

with the former (a warming effect) dominating in the

tropics while the latter (a cooling effect) dominating in

the boreal regions (Bonan 2016; Davin and de Noblet-

Ducoudré 2010). However, their relative importance,

which determines whether deforestation has a net

cooling or warming effect, remains elusive in the tem-

perate midlatitudes. Therefore, it is still important to

find an effective way to quantify the relative impor-

tance of different biophysical changes associated with

deforestation.

In fact, the differences between the two experiments

include both local and nonlocal effects of LULCC and

can be affected by model internal variability (Malyshev

et al. 2015; Pitman et al. 2009). If one were to compare

the two experiments, the atmospheric conditions at the

bottom of the atmospheric model (which is typically

;50m) would be different between these two experi-

ments (even with the same model), which can further

contribute to the differences in the surface temperature

between croplands and forests (these effects are some-

times called atmospheric feedbacks) (Chen and Dirmeyer

2020). Nowadays, most ESMs represent surface hetero-

geneity in terms of land-use/land-cover types as subgrid

tiles (Boysen et al. 2014; Dunne et al. 2012, 2013; Oleson

et al. 2013). Such a tiling (also sometimes called mosaic)

approach has been used by the climate modeling

community for nearly 30 years now (Lawrence et al.

2016). In the tiling approach, different subgrid tiles ex-

perience the same atmospheric conditions at the bottom

of the atmospheric model but produce different land

surface temperatures (LSTs) (as well as near-surface air

temperatures) due to their unique biophysical and bio-

geochemical processes. The subgrid LST variability can

thus be useful for studying the impact of deforestation

on the local surface climate with only one experiment.

However, it should be pointed out that in doing so there

are no differences in the atmospheric conditions at the

bottom of the atmospheric model between different

subgrid tiles (e.g., forests and croplands) and thus es-

sentially only the local effects of LULCC are studied.

Different ESMs have very different strategies to

represent subgrid surface variability, different physical

parameterizations, and even different standard output

variables (Lawrence et al. 2016). How the local LST

response to deforestation simulated by different ESMs

can be compared remains an important but unanswered

question. The overarching goal of this paper is to compare

the sensitivities and responses of LST to deforestation

based on the subgrid-scale outputs from global ESMs us-

ing an improved attribution framework. This is timely

given that the ongoing Land Use Model Intercomparison

Project (LUMIP), which is part of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project, phase 6 (CMIP6), will provide

subgrid-scale information (Lawrence et al. 2016). It can be

foreseen that in future intercomparison projects, subgrid-

scale information will only become increasingly avail-

able. As a starting point, we use two global ESMs, the

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Earth

System Model (ESM2Mb) and the Community Earth

System Model (CESM 1.3), and focus on the difference

between forests and croplands, which is viewed as a rep-

resentation of the local effect of deforestation. However,

the attribution framework is expected to be broadly ap-

plicable to other ESMs and LULCC scenarios.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes

the model simulations, and section 3 presents the attri-

bution framework; section 4 presents the results, and

section 5 concludes the study.

2. Model simulations

As mentioned before, in this study two global ESMs

(i.e., the GFDL-ESM2Mb model and the CESM 1.3

model) are used. Land surface heterogeneity in these

two models is represented by a tiling structure (with

hierarchy), which enables comparisons between dif-

ferent land-use/land-cover categories within each

grid cell (Shevliakova et al. 2009; Milly et al. 2014;

Oleson et al. 2013). However, the strategy of land-use
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tile-reporting/aggregation is different for the two models,

as discussed in Lawrence et al. (2016).

Within each grid cell, the land surface model com-

ponent (LM3) of the GFDL-ESM2Mb represents four

major vegetation types beyond glaciers and lakes, in-

cluding natural or undisturbed vegetation (which can be

either forest or grassland), pasture, cropland, and sec-

ondary vegetation (Shevliakova et al. 2009; Dunne et al.

2012, 2013;Milly et al. 2014). The tiling structure of LM3

is designed to accommodate the LULCC data provided

by Hurtt et al. (2011). Each tile has its own energy and

water balances throughout the vegetation–soil column and

its own exchange coefficients with the atmosphere, but the

atmosphere only receives the area-averaged fluxes of the

grid cell. The simulations used in this study are similar to

the historical simulations by GFDL-ESM2Mb in phase 5

of the CoupledModel Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)

and have been described inMalyshev et al. (2015). Subgrid-

level outputs in the period of 1980–2005 at monthly and

28 latitude 3 2.58 longitude resolutions are analyzed in

this study.

The CESM model used in this study is the coupled

Community Atmosphere Model, version 5.3 (Neale

et al. 2010) and Community Land Model (CLM), ver-

sion 4.5 (Oleson et al. 2013). CLM resolves the subgrid

land heterogeneity using three hierarchies, that is, land

units, columns, and plant function types (PFTs). Each

grid cell can include up to five different land units (i.e.,

vegetated, crop, lake, glacier, and urban). Each land unit

can include multiple columns, and each column can in-

clude multiple PFTs. For example, up to 15 PFTs can be

assigned to a soil column and then to a vegetated land

unit. Their fluxes are computed at the PFT level, and then

area-weighted averaged to the column level and then to

the land unit level. The CESM simulation used here is

conducted from 1979 to 2008 with a 50-yr spinup period

following Atmospheric Intercomparison Project proto-

cols (Burakowski et al. 2018). We use the subgrid PFT-

level outputs in the period of 1980–2005 at monthly and

18 resolutions.
Given the difference in the spatial resolutions of the

two models, we use a grid resolution of 28 latitude3 2.58
longitude for a consistent comparison. Hence, the results

from theCESMmodel are interpolated to the grid used by

the GFDL-ESM2Mb model based on the triangulation-

based natural neighbor method.

We compare two land-cover types (i.e., forests and

croplands), whose information can be obtained or ag-

gregated from subgrid tiles of PFTs. In the GFDL-

ESM2Mb model, the natural vegetation tile that is also

forest and the cropland tile are used. In the CESM

model, the information in the forest tile (such as surface

fluxes) is the area-weighted average over all types of

trees (i.e., broadleaf deciduous tree, broadleaf ever-

green tree, needleleaf deciduous tree, and needleleaf

evergreen tree) at the PFT level, while the cropland

information is also the area-weighted average over all

unmanaged rainfed crops at the PFT level. Figures 1 and

2 show the fractions of forests and croplands averaged

over 1980–2005 in the two models, respectively. The

spatial patterns of forest fraction in the two models are

quite different, especially near the northern high lati-

tudes. In the GFDL-ESM2Mb model, the fraction of

forests is larger over the Amazon, Indonesia, and the

North Pole but smaller over eastern America; in the

CESM model, it is larger over eastern North America,

around the latitude of 608N, and in the tropics, but smaller

over the North Pole. These differences can be traced to

how forests are represented in the two models. Compared

to forests, the spatial patterns of cropland fraction in the

two models are similar. The fraction of croplands is large

over eastern America, Europe, India, and eastern China.

3. The attribution framework

In this study, we employ a recently proposed two-

resistance mechanism (TRM) attribution method (Li

et al. 2019; Liao et al. 2018; Rigden and Li 2017) and

further improve it. The attribution method starts from

the surface energy balance equation:

R
net

5S
in
(12a)1 «L

in
2 «sT4

s 5H1LE1G, (1)

where Sin is the incoming shortwave radiation, a is the

surface albedo, Lin is the incoming longwave radiation,

« is the surface emissivity, s is the Stephan–Boltzmann

constant, and Ts is the LST. Based on the aerodynamic

resistance concept, the sensible heat flux is parameter-

ized as follows (Monteith and Unsworth 2013):

H5
rc

p

r
a

(T
s
2T

a
), (2)

where r is the air density, cp is the specific heat of air at

constant pressure, ra is the aerodynamic resistance, and

Ta is the air temperature.

The latent heat flux is parameterized using the surface

resistance concept (Monteith and Unsworth 2013), as

follows:

LE5
rL

y

r
a
1 r

s

[q
s
*(T

s
)2 q

a
], (3)

where Ly is the latent heat of vaporization, rs is the

surface resistance, qs*is the saturated specific humidity at

Ts, and qa is the atmosphere specific humidity. As a

result,
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1
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*(T
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(4)

Linearizing the outgoing longwave radiation and satu-

rated specific humidity terms at the air temperature

yields

T
s
5

R
n
*2G2

rL
y

r
a
1 r

s

[q
a
*(T

a
)2 q

a
]

1

l
0

1
rc

p

r
a

1
rL

y

r
a
1 r

s

›q*
›T

���
Ta

1T
a
, (5)

whereRn*5Sin(12a)1 «Lin 2 «sT4
a andl0 5 1/(4«sT3

a ).

Further denoting r0 5 rcpl0, c5 ›e*/›TjTa
, g 5 cpP/

(0.622Ly), and f5 (r0/ra){11 (c/g)[ra/(ra 1 rs)]} leads to

T
s
5

l
0

n
R

n
*2G2

rL
y

r
a
1 r

s

[q
a
*(T

a
)2 q

a
]
o

11 f
1T

a
: (6)

With an analytical expression for LST [i.e., Eq. (6)], now

we can compute the responses of LST to perturbations

on any factors (e.g., albedo) that appear on the rhs of

Eq. (6). Previous applications of the TRMmethod were

limited to analyzing LST changes induced by changes in

biophysical factors (Li et al. 2019; Rigden and Li 2017).

However, changes in atmospheric conditions can also

induce LST changes (Moon et al. 2020;Wang et al. 2019;

Liao et al. 2018). After identifying all key biophysical

and atmospheric factors in Eq. (6), we improve the

original TRMmethod to attribute the LST change (DTs)

to changes in the albedo, emissivity, aerodynamic re-

sistance, surface resistance, heat storage, atmosphere

specific humidity, air temperature, incoming shortwave

FIG. 1. Fractions of (a) forests and (b) croplands averaged over 1980–2005, and the seasonal cycles of (c) net

surface radiation (Rnet), (d) sensible heat flux (H), (e) latent heat flux (LE), and (f) the residual of the surface

energy balance (G) averaged over eastern America (blue), Amazon (green), southern Africa (red), and eastern

China (orange) in the GFDL-ESM2Mb model. Solid lines represent forests and dashed lines represent croplands.
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radiation, and incoming longwave radiation. Detailed

formulations are shown as follows:

DT
s
5
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for the CESM model.
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In Eq. (7), D represents a change (e.g., the difference

between forests and croplands, which is calculated as

croplands minus forests in our study to represent the

deforestation effect). Each term on the rhs of Eq. (7) will

be called a contribution, which composes of a sensitivity

(the partial derivative) and a change (D). In our study, the

emissivity is assumed to be the same (50.98) for different

land-cover types, and thereforeD« is simply zero inEq. (7).

The required inputs for the attribution method in-

clude variables from the land (including the outgoing

shortwave radiation, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux,

and LST) and the atmosphere (including the incoming

shortwave and longwave radiation, air pressure, air tem-

perature, and specific humidity). These required variables

are available from the GFDL-ESM2Mb model and the

CESM model.

Here it is important to distinguish the difference be-

tween air temperature and humidity at the lowest level

of the atmospheric models and their counterparts at the

reference level (typically 2m above the displacement

height, see Fig. 3b), both of which can be used in our

attribution framework [Eq. (7)]. Both the GFDL-

ESM2Mb and the CESM models assume that the

surface variabilities have no direct effect on the back-

ground state above the lowest level of the atmospheric

models (i.e., one can view the lowest level of the atmo-

spheric model as above the so-called blending height). If

the air temperature and humidity at the lowest level of

the atmospheric models are used in our attribution

framework, their differences between croplands and

forests are simply zero (Fig. 3a). However, if the air

temperature and humidity at the reference level are

used, the differences between croplands and forests are

nonzero (Fig. 3b). For atmospheric variables other

than air temperature and humidity (viz., the incoming

shortwave and longwave radiation and air pressure),

such distinction is not needed as they are typically out-

put only at the lowest level of the atmospheric models.

FIG. 3. A schematic diagram illustrating the attribution of subgrid temperature contrast as the required atmo-

spheric inputs of the attribution method. For simplicity, only two tiles, e.g., forest (superscript f) and cropland

(superscript c), are shown. (a) The situation where atmospheric temperature (Ta) and humidity (qa) are from the

lowest level of the atmospheric model; (b) the situation where atmospheric temperature and humidity are from the

reference levels (often at 2m above the displacement height, viz., T2m and q2m).
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In this study, the atmospheric variables from the

GFDL-ESM2Mb model simulation were output at the

lowest level of its atmospheric model and hence they are

identical for croplands and forests. Therefore, Eq. (7)

can be simplified as

DT
s
5

›T
s

›a
Da1

›T
s

›r
a

Dr
a
1

›T
s

›r
s

Dr
s
1

›T
s

›G
DG: (19)

However, the CESM model output the reference-level

air temperature and specific humidity for each PFT,

which are different for forests and croplands. In this

case, Eq. (7) can be simplified as

DT
s
5

›T
s

›a
Da1

›T
s

›r
a

Dr
a
1

›T
s

›r
s
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s
1

›T
s

›G
DG

1
›T

s

›q
a

Dq
a
1

›T
s

›T
a

DT
a
:

(20)

In retrospect, saving the temperature and humidity at

the lowest level of its atmospheric model for the CESM

model simulation would have enabled a more consistent

comparison between the two models. However, we

point out that some simulations might only save the

reference-level air temperature and humidity. As such,

being able to compare twomodels (and potentially other

models) using the same framework [Eq. (7)] but with

slightly different simplifications [Eq. (19) vs Eq. (20)]

due to the differences in the atmospheric variables that

can be obtained is still meaningful.

Before we perform such attribution analyses, it is

critical to ensure acceptable agreement between the DTs

directly computed by the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the

CESM models and the modeled DTs by the attribution

method [Eq. (7)]. To assess the performance of the at-

tribution method in capturing DTs, we use the root-

mean-square error (RMSE) between the DTs from the

GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models and the DTs

modeled by the attribution method.

To do so, we need to understand the limitations of the

attribution method. First, the parameterizations of tur-

bulent heat fluxes should in theory only work when the

aerodynamic resistance and the surface resistance are

positive. Hence, if the inferred aerodynamic resistance

and/or surface resistance based on Eqs. (2) and (3) are

negative, the data are not considered. Second, the in-

ferred aerodynamic and surface resistances have large

uncertainties when the sensible or latent heat flux is very

small. Therefore, we exclude months if the absolute

values of monthly sensible and latent heat fluxes are less

than 5Wm22. Last but not the least, the attribution

method is based on first-order Taylor’s series expansion.

Neglecting higher-order terms in the Taylor’s series

expansion [Eq. (7)] can also introduce large errors when

the perturbations are large (Liao et al. 2018). To im-

prove the accuracy of the attribution method, we use a

weighted approach to calculate the partial derivatives in

Eq. (7) based on variables from the forest and cropland

tiles, as follows:

Y5
Y

forest
1mY

cropland

11m
, (21)

where Y is the final partial derivative used in the attri-

bution model, m is the weight, and Yforest and Ycropland

are the partial derivatives calculated using the infor-

mation from forests and croplands, respectively. The

values of the weight m are optimized by minimizing the

RMSE in each grid cell. Figure S1 in the online sup-

plemental material shows the optimizedm values in the

GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models. After the op-

timization, the RMSE values are generally smaller

than 0.28C (Fig. S2). Taking the results of the GFDL-

ESM2Mb model in summer as an example, the mean

value of the direct DTs is 0.938 6 0.918C (the mean plus

and minus one standard deviation), while the RMSE is

0.158C, which is only 16% of the mean value. It implies

that the attribution method can capture changes in LST

well at the global scale.

Throughout the paper, two metrics are defined to

quantify the differences between the GFDL-ESM2Mb

model and the CESM model, as follows:

d5V
GFDL

2V
CESM

, (22)

~d5

����VGFDL
2V

CESM

V
CESM

����3 100%, (23)

where d is called the difference between the two models

in terms of variable V and ~d is called the fractional dif-

ference, with VGFDL and VCESMd being the values of V

in the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models, re-

spectively. Note that for the fractional difference, we

only consider the absolute magnitude.

4. Results and discussion

a. The impacts of deforestation on surface fluxes in
the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models

The seasonal cycles of net surface radiation (Rnet),

sensible heat flux (H), latent heat flux (LE), and ground

heat flux (G), which is calculated as the residual of the

surface energy balance (i.e., G 5 Rnet 2 H 2 LE), av-

eraged over four regions (i.e., eastern North America,

the Amazon, southern Africa, and eastern China), are

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the GFDL-ESM2Mb model
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and the CESM model, respectively. For a given model,

although the incoming solar radiation is identical, for-

ests and croplands have substantially different seasonal

cycles of the net radiation, sensible heat flux, and latent

heat flux. For instance, more net radiation is received by

forests, especially during summer, which is related to the

lower albedo of forests than croplands (Figs. 1c and 2c).

Additionally, the latent heat flux of forests is larger than

that of croplands during summer (Figs. 1e and 2e). These

features are similar in both models and are expected

given the biophysical differences between forests and

croplands.

However, the seasonal patterns in sensible heat flux

and ground heat flux differ considerably between the

two models. In the GFDL-ESM2Mb model, the sea-

sonal cycles of sensible heat flux are synchronized for

forests and croplands, with the sensible heat flux of

forests larger than that of croplands (Fig. 1d).Moreover,

the ground heat flux is close to zero (Fig. 1f). On the

other hand, forests and croplands have different sea-

sonal patterns of sensible heat flux and the ground heat

flux significantly differs from zero in the CESM model

(Figs. 2d,f). The long-term-averaged ground heat flux is

expected to be rather small but is fairly large in the

CESM model, which has been traced to the column con-

figuration used in the Community LandModel (CLM 4.5)

of CESM (Schultz et al. 2016). Specifically, all PFTs share

the same soil column in the CLM 4.5 model, which is not

the case in the land model (LM3) of GFDL-ESM2Mb.

The difference between the twomodels in terms of ground

heat flux implies that model structures can have an im-

portant impact on the PFT-level energy fluxes.

Overall, forests and croplands have large differences

in terms of radiative and turbulent fluxes (Figs. 1 and 2),

which are caused by their contrasting surface biophysi-

cal properties (e.g., albedo). These different biophysical

properties further result in different LSTs. With the

caveat that the two models have different structures in

mind, in the following we decompose the LST differ-

ences between forests and croplands into contributions

from different factors based on the improved attribution

framework described earlier.

b. Attribution of the LST response to deforestation in
the GFDL-ESM2Mb model

Using subgrid outputs from the GFDL-ESM2Mb

model and the improved attribution method, we attri-

bute the LST contrast between forests and croplands to

changes in albedo, aerodynamic resistance, surface re-

sistance, and heat storage [Eq. (19)]. Figures 4 and 5

show the attribution results during summer (JJA for

the Northern Hemisphere and DJF for the Southern

Hemisphere). First of all, it can be seen that the DTs

modeled by the attribution method shows good agree-

ment with the DTs calculated directly by taking the

temperature difference between forests and croplands

(croplandsminus forests) in theGFDL-ESM2Mbmodel

(Figs. 4a,b). Similar to the findings in Malyshev et al.

(2015), converting forests to croplands results in warm-

ing during summer. The LST differences between for-

ests and croplands are on the order of10.58C over most

places and up to 12.08C in some regions (e.g., eastern

Rocky Mountains, India, and western China). In terms

of latitudinal variations, the DTs is larger in the midlat-

itudes (around 308N and 308S) and relatively smaller in

the high latitudes and the tropics.

Similar to the findings in previous observational and

modeling studies (Chen and Dirmeyer 2016; Lee et al.

2011), the warming effect of deforestation can be largely

explained by changes in aerodynamic resistance in terms

of magnitude (Fig. 5) and spatial pattern (Fig. 4). Because

forests are aerodynamically rougher than croplands, they

transfer heat more efficiently from the surface to the at-

mosphere and thus experience lower LST than croplands

(Liao et al. 2018; Burakowski et al. 2018; Chen and

Dirmeyer 2016; Lee et al. 2011; Rotenberg and Yakir

2011). It should be noted that we did not examine the

diurnal cycle of LST changes. Previous studies indicate

that the dominant role of aerodynamic resistance is

mainly in the daytime when the surface is typically

hotter than the atmosphere (Burakowski et al. 2018;

Chen and Dirmeyer 2016).

On the other hand, changes in albedo lead to a cooling

effect of deforestation as forests absorb more solar radi-

ation due to lower albedo (Fig. 4c). This cooling effect

increases at higher latitudes in the NorthernHemisphere.

Contributions to LST changes from changes in surface

resistance are inhomogeneous across the globe, with a

cooling effect near the northern high latitudes and over

many other regions (e.g., northernAmerica, theAmazon,

southernAfrica, andwesternChina) but awarming effect

over parts of central America, India, southern Asia,

and Oceania (Fig. 4e). Contributions from changes in

heat storage are close to zero, which is expected given

that these results are averaged over the period 1980–

2005 (Fig. 4f).

In the winter season, poor data quality in the northern

high latitudes limits analysis and interpretation of model

results (Fig. S3). At lower latitudes, croplands show

larger LSTs in the tropics but smaller LSTs in the

midlatitudes, especially in eastern Rocky Mountains,

Europe, northern Africa, and the southern part of South

America. Similar to the results in summer, the LST dif-

ferences between forests and croplands are also mainly

controlled by changes in aerodynamic resistance inwinter

(Fig. S4). However, in some places the warming effect of
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deforestation induced by changes in aerodynamic resis-

tance can be overwhelmed by the cooling effects induced

by changes in albedo and surface resistance in winter

(e.g., over northernAfrica and the southern part of South

America). Overall, although the spatial patterns of LST

differences are different in summer and winter, the key

biophysical factor controlling LST differences between

forests and croplands is aerodynamic resistance in the

GFDL-ESM2Mb model.

c. Attribution of the LST response to deforestation in
the CESM model

Using subgrid outputs from the CESMmodel and the

improved attribution method, we attribute the LST

contrast between forests and croplands to changes in

albedo, aerodynamic resistance, surface resistance, heat

storage, specific humidity, and air temperature [Eq. (20),

see Figs. 6 and 7 ]. In summer, the DTs modeled by the

attribution method shows good agreement with the DTs

computed directly from the model simulation (Figs. 6a,b),

suggesting that the attribution method captures DTs rea-

sonably well. Changing forests to croplands has a cooling

effect on LST near the northern high latitudes and over

eastern America, India, and eastern China but a warming

effect over other regions. The increase in LST from forests

to croplands is larger than 11.58C over western America

and southern Europe. Similar to the results from the

GFDL-ESM2Mb model, the DTs is larger in the midlati-

tudes (around 308N and 308S) and smaller in the tropics

and the high latitudes.

The cooling effects from changes in albedo increase at

higher latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, with the

maximum contribution up to 20.58C (Fig. 6c). The

contributions from changes in aerodynamic resistance

FIG. 4. Attribution of the LST contrast between forests and croplands (D 5 cropland2 forest) during summer in the GFDL-ESM2Mb

model. (a) The direct DTs calculated by taking the temperature difference between forests and croplands in the GFDL-ESM2Mb model

simulation and (b) the modeled DTs computed by the attribution method. Contributions to the LST contrast from changes in the

(c) albedo, (d) aerodynamic resistance, (e) surface resistance, and (f) heat storage based on the attribution method. The information in

(b) corresponds to the term on the lhs of Eq. (19) while (c)–(f) correspond to, in order, the terms on the rhs of Eq. (19). For the Northern

and SouthernHemispheres, the figure shows the JJA andDJF averages, respectively. The black line denotes the latitudinal dependence of

the corresponding value and the gray shading represents the mean 61 standard deviation of the corresponding value. Units are 8C.
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are on the order of 12.08C over most regions and even

up to 13.08C in the midlatitudes (Fig. 6d). The contri-

butions from changes in surface resistance can be either

positive or negative. They are negative over most places

but positive over western America, southern Europe,

and northern India (Fig. 6e). The contributions from

changes in heat storage are smaller than 21.08C over

most regions (Fig. 6f). Furthermore, contributions from

changes in atmospheric specific humidity and air tem-

perature are close to zero (Figs. 6g,h). The small con-

tributions from atmospheric specific humidity and air

temperature allow us to focus on the biophysical con-

tributions (i.e., from albedo, aerodynamic resistance,

surface resistance, and heat storage) that are common to

both models, as shall be seen in section 4d. In summary,

although the warming effect induced by changes in

aerodynamic resistance can be dampened by the cooling

effects induced by changes in albedo, surface resistance

and heat storage to some extent, DTs is still positive over

most regions, which indicates that changes in aerody-

namic resistance play the dominant role in determining

LST changes from forests to croplands in summer

(Fig. 7). This is consistent with the finding from Fig. 5.

In the winter season, snow cover results in a larger

cooling effect from changes in albedo in high latitudes of

the NorthernHemisphere than that in summer (Fig. S5).

The cooling effects from changes in surface resistance

and heat storage are overall large in low latitudes and

relatively small in high latitudes. Nevertheless, similar to

the results in summer, the warming effects from changes

in aerodynamic resistance still control the winter LST

changes (Fig. S6).

d. Comparison between results from the
GFDL-ESM2Mb and CESM models

Generally, the LST differences between forests and

croplands in the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models

are different, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. S7, which present

the differences between the two models (GFDL minus

CESM) in summer and winter, respectively. During the

summer season (see Fig. 8), the LST differences between

forests and croplands are larger in the GFDL-ESM2Mb

simulation than in the CESM simulation (Figs. 8a,b).

When the attribution results from the two models are

compared, the magnitude of different contributions is

smaller in theGFDL-ESM2Mbmodel than themagnitude

of their counterparts in the CESMmodel (cf. Figs. 4 and 6,

or cf. Figs. 5 and 7). The contributions from the albedo,

surface resistance, and heat storage are weaker (i.e., less

negative) in the GFDL model and the contribution from

the aerodynamic resistance is also weaker (i.e., less posi-

tive) in the GFDL model. As a result, the differences in

different biophysical factor contributions (GFDL minus

CESM) are positive for the albedo, surface resistance, and

heat storage, and negative for the aerodynamic resistance

(Figs. 8c–f).

In the following, we focus on analyzing the differences

between the two models. According to Eq. (7), contri-

butions from different biophysical factors compose of the

sensitivities (e.g., ›Ts/›a, ›Ts/›ra, ›Ts/›rs, and ›Ts/›G)

and the corresponding changes (e.g., Da, Dra, Drs, and
DG) between forests and croplands. Hence, we explore

whether the dissimilarity between the GFDL-ESM2Mb

model and the CESM model comes from the sensitiv-

ities or the corresponding changes.

Figures 9a and 9b show the sensitivity of LST to al-

bedo (›Ts/›a) in the two models in summer. As ex-

pected, the sensitivity of LST to albedo is negative over

the whole globe (Qu and Hall 2013). Although the

spatial pattern of ›Ts/›a is overall similar in the two

models (e.g., both models reach the minimum values in

the midlatitudes), the magnitude of ›Ts/›a in the CESM

model is slightly larger than that in theGFDL-ESM2Mb

model. In winter (Figs. S8a,b), themagnitude of ›Ts/›a in

the CESM model is also slightly larger than that in the

GFDL-ESM2Mb model. However, unlike in summer

the minimum values of ›Ts/›a occurring in the midlati-

tudes, the minimum values of ›Ts/›a occur in the tropics

in winter.

Figures 9c and 9d compare the sensitivity of LST to

aerodynamic resistance (›Ts/›ra) in summer between

the two models. The values of ›Ts/›ra are positive over

the whole globe, indicating that the LST increases as the

land surface becomes smoother (i.e., less efficient in

transferring heat from the land surface to the lower

FIG. 5. Global averages of the attribution results for the LST

contrast between forests and croplands (D 5 cropland 2 forest)

during summer in the GFDL-ESM2Mb model. The yellow bar

donates the direct DTs calculated by taking the temperature dif-

ference between forests and croplands, the red bar denotes the

modeled DTs computed by the attribution method, and the blue

bars denote the contributions from different biophysical factors.

The error bars are given as the standard deviation of the global

mean and indicate the spatial variability.
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atmosphere). The spatial pattern and magnitude of ›Ts/›ra
are again similar between the two models. The values of

›Ts/›ra are larger than 10.028C ms21 over most of re-

gions, and both models reach the maximum values in

the midlatitudes. In winter, the values of ›Ts/›ra reach the

maximum values in the tropics in both models, where the

values are larger than 10.0258C ms21 (Figs. S8c,d).

Figures 9e and 9f compare the sensitivity of LST to

surface resistance (›Ts/›rs) in summer between the two

models. The values of ›Ts/›rs are positive over the whole

globe, indicating that the surface becomes hotter when it

becomes drier (less soil moisture or less vegetation). The

spatial pattern and magnitude of ›Ts/›rs are also similar

between the two models. The values are larger than

FIG. 6. Attribution of the LST contrast between forests and croplands (D 5 cropland 2 forest) during summer in the CESM model.

(a) The direct DTs calculated by taking the temperature difference between forests and croplands in the CESM model simulation and

(b) the modeled DTs computed by the attribution method. Contributions to the LST contrast from changes in the (c) albedo,

(d) aerodynamic resistance, (e) surface resistance, (f) heat storage, (g) specific humidity, and (h) air temperature based on the attribution

method. The information in (b) corresponds to the term on the lhs of Eq. (20) while (c)–(h) correspond to, in order, the first six terms on

the rhs of Eq. (20). For the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, the figure shows the JJA and DJF averages, respectively. The black line

denotes the latitudinal dependence of the corresponding value and the gray shading represents the mean 61 standard deviation of the

corresponding value. Units are 8C.
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10.0048C ms21 over most of regions, and both models

reach theminimum values in themidlatitudes. In winter,

the values of ›Ts/›rs are also overall positive over the

whole globe, but reach the maximum values (larger

than 10.018C ms21) in the tropics in both models

(Figs. S8e,f).

Figures 9g and 9f show the sensitivity of LST to heat

storage (›Ts/›G) in the two models in summer. The

values of ›Ts/›G are negative over the whole globe, in-

dicating that the surface becomes cooler when it diverts

more energy into the subsurface. The spatial pattern of

›Ts/›G is overall similar in the two models but the

magnitude of ›Ts/›G in the CESM model is relatively

larger than that in the GFDL-ESM2Mb model. Similar

to the results in summer, the magnitude of ›Ts/›G in the

CESM model is overall larger than that in the GFDL-

ESM2Mb model in winter (Figs. S8g,f). The slightly

stronger sensitivity of LST to heat storage in the CESM

model is consistent with the slightly stronger sensitivity

of LST to albedo as shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, given that

the sensitivity of LST to albedo is simply the sensitivity

of LST to heat storage multiplied by the incoming

shortwave radiation [cf. Eqs. (8) to (12)].

The various biophysical changes in the GFDL-ESM2Mb

and the CESM models during summer and winter are

presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. S9, respectively. Generally,

both models agree that croplands have higher albedo and

aerodynamic resistance values than forests (i.e., positive

albedo and aerodynamic resistance changes), implying

that deforestation causes the land to be brighter and

FIG. 8. Differences (d) in the attribution results between the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models (GFDL minus CESM) during

summer. Units are 8C.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but in the CESM model.
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smoother. However, the two models do not agree on the

signs of the changes in surface resistance and heat stor-

age. For heat storage changes, the CESM model shows

much larger values than the GFDL-ESM2Mb model,

which, as discussed earlier, is due to the differences in the

model structures. For surface resistance changes, the

differences between the two models are possibly due to

the substantial difference in the physical parameteriza-

tions of evapotranspiration used in the two models (Dunne

et al. 2012; Oleson et al. 2013). It is also noted that the two

models produce both positive and negative surface re-

sistance changes.

To further quantify the differences between the two

models, the differences (d) in terms of the sensitivities

and the biophysical changes between the twomodels are

presented in Fig. 11 and Fig. S10. From Fig. 11 one can

clearly see that the magnitude of ›Ts/›a and ›Ts/›G in

the CESM model is slightly larger than that in the

GFDL-ESM2Mb model, while the magnitude of ›Ts/›ra
and ›Ts/›rs is similar between the two models. In terms

of themagnitude of the biophysical changes, the changes

in albedo, aerodynamic resistance, and heat storage in

the GFDL-ESM2Mb model are generally smaller than

their counterparts in the CESM model; however, there

FIG. 9. A comparison of the sensitivities of LST to (a),(b) albedo (›Ts/›a, 8C), (c),(d) aerodynamic resistance (›Ts/›ra, 8Cm s21), (e),(f)

surface resistance (›Ts/›rs, 8C m s21), and (g),(h) heat storage (›Ts/›G, 8Cm2W21) in (left) the GFDL-ESM2Mb and (right) the CESM

models during summer.
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seems to be no consistency between the two models in

terms of the differences in surface resistance changes,

which show very large spatial variations.

Figure 12 and Fig. S11 further present the fractional

differences (~d) in terms of the sensitivities and the

biophysical changes between the two models and Fig. 13

and Fig. S12 summarize the global picture of the frac-

tional differences. It can be seen that relatively speaking

the fractional differences in terms of the sensitivities are

smaller than those of the corresponding changes (Fig. 13

and Fig. S12). The median values of the fractional dif-

ferences are about 20%–50% for the sensitivities but

about 55%–100% for the biophysical changes in summer.

In winter, the median values of the fractional differences

are about 30%–75% for the sensitivities but about 85%–

140% for the biophysical changes. This suggests that the

dissimilarity between the twomodels ismore related to the

magnitude of biophysical changes (e.g., Da, Dra, Drs, and
DG) than the sensitivities. Nevertheless, there are still

important differences between the two models in terms of

the sensitivities (;20%–50% in summer and;30%–75%

in winter).

It is perhaps not too surprising to see that the two

models exhibit stronger dissimilarity in the biophysical

changes than the sensitivities because the biophysical

changes are directly related to the model structure and

FIG. 10. A comparison of the changes (D 5 cropland 2 forest) of albedo (Da, nondimensional), aerodynamic resistance (Dra, s m
21),

surface resistance (Drs, s m
21), and heat storage (DG,Wm22) in (left) theGFDL-ESM2Mb and (right) the CESMmodels during summer.
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parameterization differences (e.g., how the models repre-

sent forests and parameterize the biophysical processes

associated with forest–atmosphere interactions) but the

sensitivities are constrained by the surface energy balance

equation (i.e., the surface energy balance equation decides

how the surface temperature should respond to biophys-

ical perturbations). In particular, we highlight that the

sensitivity of LST to aerodynamic resistance shows the

smallest difference between the two models compared to

the other sensitivities. The median fractional difference

for the sensitivity of LST to aerodynamic resistance is only

about 19.1% in summer and 32.8% in winter. A possible

cause is the feedback between the sensible heat flux, latent

heat flux, and outgoing longwave radiation when some

perturbation is introduced. In our study, the surface en-

ergy balance equation is essentially written as

S
in
(12a)1 «L

in
2G5H1LE1 «sT4

s ,

where the lhs is treated not as a function of surface

temperature, but the rhs is treated as a function of sur-

face temperature. According to the above surface en-

ergy balance equation, when a orG is reduced, all three

terms on the rhs (H, LE, and the outgoing longwave

radiation) will be directly impacted and increased (see

solid lines in Fig. 14a). Since the outgoing longwave

FIG. 11. The differences (d) in terms of (left) the sensitivities and (right) the biophysical changes between the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the

CESM models (GFDL minus CESM) during summer.
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radiation is essentially only a function of LST (we have

assumed that emissivity is constant), the LSTwill be also

increased. This will cause positive feedbacks because

as LST increases, H and LE will further increase

(see dashed lines in Fig. 14a).

When ra is increased, the direct impact is that H and

LE will be reduced (solid lines in Fig. 14b). However,

there are important negative feedbacks that need to be

considered (dashed lines in Fig. 14b): to balance the

reductions of H and LE, the outgoing longwave radia-

tion and the LST will have to increase; when the LST

increases, it will further cause theH and LE to increase,

thereby creating negative feedbacks (compared to the

direct impacts). Such negative feedbacks cause ›Ts/›ra
to be more robust across models.

Similarly, negative feedbacks can occur when rs is

increased. The direct effect of increasing rs is a decrease

of LE (solid lines in Fig. 14c), which further leads to an

FIG. 12. The fractional differences (~d) in terms of (left) the sensitivities and (right) the biophysical changes between

the GFDL-ESM2Mb and the CESM models during summer. Units are %.
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increase in the outgoing longwave radiation and the LST

(as well as sensible heat flux). This increase in the LST in

return causes theLE to increase (dashed lines in Fig. 14c).

This negative feedback associated with changing rs might

explain that even though the two models have very dif-

ferent Drs, the sensitivity ›Ts/›rs is actually similar (or at

least much less different than Drs). One key difference

between ra and rs is that when ra increases bothH and LE

experience direct impacts and negative feedbacks, but in-

creasing rs causes LE to experience direct impacts and

negative feedbacks and causes H to experience direct

impacts and positive feedbacks. This might explain why

›Ts/›ra shows even smaller differences than ›Ts/›rs (and

also the other sensitivities) between the two models.

Last, we stress that the robustness of ›Ts/›ra between

the two models does not contradict the finding that

aerodynamic resistance is the most important biophysical

factor that controls the surface temperature response to

deforestation. The robustness of ›Ts/›ra does not imply

that ›Ts/›ra is small; rather, it implies that ›Ts/›ra is

strongly constrained by the surface energy balance

equation. On the other hand, the aerodynamic resis-

tance contribution to the surface temperature response

to deforestation is the product of the sensitivity (›Ts/›ra)

and the change in aerodynamic resistance (Dra), both of

which are fairly large when comparing forests to crop-

lands (see Figs. 9 and 10). It is the contribution that

determines which factor most strongly controls the

surface temperature response to deforestation in our

attribution framework.

5. Conclusions

Subgrid-scale information from land surface models

is a powerful tool for investigating the impacts of

LULCC on the local surface climate (Schultz et al. 2016;

Malyshev et al. 2015). Taking advantage of subgrid-scale

outputs from two global ESMs and using an improved

attribution framework, we study the LST response to

deforestation through biophysical pathways. The results

show that in summer the subgrid LST contrast between

croplands and forests (i.e., croplands minus forests) is

positive over the globe and reaches its maximum in the

midlatitudes in the GFDL-ESM2Mb simulation, but

negative near the northern high latitudes and over

eastern America, India, and eastern China in the CESM

simulation; in winter, the subgrid LST contrast between

croplands and forests is overall positive in the tropics

and negative in the high latitudes in the two model

simulations. By attributing the LST change to contri-

butions from changes in different biophysical factors, we

find that the warming effect induced by changes in

aerodynamic resistance can be dampened by the cooling

FIG. 13. Boxplots of the fractional differences (~d) in terms of the

sensitivities and the biophysical changes during summer.

FIG. 14. Feedbacks associated with LST changes caused by (a) reducing albedo or heat

storage, (b) increasing aerodynamic resistance, and (c) increasing surface resistance. Arrows

with solid lines are direct effects before LST changes (i.e., outgoing longwave radiation has not

changed) and arrows with dashed lines are indirect effects after LST changes (i.e., outgoing

longwave radiation has changed). The red arrows are positive effects and the blue arrows are

negative effects.
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effects induced by changes in albedo and surface resis-

tance to some extent. Nevertheless, aerodynamic resis-

tance is the key controlling factor for the LST changes in

both summer and winter.

Comparison between the two models shows that the

magnitudes of the contributions of aerodynamic resis-

tance, surface resistance and heat storage to LST change

in the GFDL-ESM2Mb model are smaller than those in

the CESMmodel. To further investigate the differences

in LST responses to deforestation in the twomodels, the

sensitivities of LST to albedo, aerodynamic resistance,

surface resistance, and heat storage, and the corre-

sponding biophysical changes are compared. The results

show that the sensitivities of LST to albedo and heat

storage are consistently negative while the sensitivities

of LST to aerodynamic resistance and surface resistance

are overall positive. The differences between the two

models in terms of the sensitivities are smaller than

those of the corresponding changes, indicating that the

dissimilarity between the two models in terms of LST

responses to deforestation is more related to the mag-

nitude of biophysical changes. Furthermore, caused by

the feedbacks between the sensible heat flux, latent heat

flux, and outgoing longwave radiation, the sensitivity of

LST to aerodynamic resistance shows the smallest dif-

ference between the two models compared to the other

sensitivities.

Again, we should note that the GFDL-ESM2Mb and

CESM models have very different strategies to repre-

sent subgrid land surface heterogeneity and different

biophysical parameterizations. In addition, from the

land’s perspective, the two models have different at-

mospheric forcing conditions (e.g., incoming shortwave

and longwave radiation), as shown in previous studies

(Wild et al. 2015). All of these differences can lead to

differences in terms of the diagnosed effects of defor-

estation. In addition, the differences between the two

models presented in this study can also be caused by the

different types of trees aggregated for forests and different

types of crops aggregated for croplands. Nevertheless, it is

the first time that the subgrid-scale LST variability is

comprehensively studied with two widely used global

ESMs. The comparison yields new insights into the simi-

larity and dissimilarity in terms of how the biophysical

processes are represented in differentESMs. Furthermore,

taking advantages of the subgrid outputs from the ongoing

LUMIP in CMIP6 in the near future, the attribution

framework developed in the study will be a useful tool to

improve our understanding of the LULCC impacts on the

local surface climate.
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